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Do the Upfronts Still Matter? 
By Steve Sternberg 

 

For American television viewers, the start of the new primetime network television season is still four 

months away.  For insiders at media agencies, networks, and advertisers (as well as television 

analysts like me), the upfront season has placed thoughts of September squarely into May and June.   

 

The major media companies just announced their respective fall TV schedules in a series of 

presentations to the advertising industry.  This marks the start of the “upfront,” when advertisers spend 

upward of $20 billion buying commercial time on national television programs scheduled to air during 

the next broadcast year (September-August). 

 

The once highly anticipated “upfront week” has become a much more subdued affair.  Because of the 

pandemic, this is the second year in a row of virtual presentations, which simply don’t have the same 

cachet as live events at Radio City, Carnegie Hall, or Lincoln Center, and the subsequent celebrity-

filled after-parties.  There also used to be a fair amount of anticipation among the general public.  After 

the upfront schedule announcements, pundits would proliferate on syndicated entertainment 

magazine shows, and in print magazines, and newspapers, throughout the summer talking about the 

new fall TV shows.  Online chatter and buzz would ensue.  There used to be little else happening in 
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the TV arena, and aside from the latest theatrical release, the upcoming new fall season was the only 

big entertainment news. 

 

In today’s video world, of course, he very idea of a fall TV season seems old fashioned.  The 

broadcast networks might still adhere to fall- and mid-season schedules for debuting new shows but 

their competitors do not.  Ad-supported and premium cable networks premiere many new series 

during the summer months, while streaming services drop new series whenever they happen to be 

ready.  In a television landscape of 10-13 episode cable shows, and 6-10 episode streaming series 

where you can binge-watch entire seasons in just a few sittings, most viewers don’t think in terms of 

TV seasons anymore. Their favorite shows premiere and return at different times during the year.  

Nevertheless, the broadcast networks still hold onto a schedule that starts in the fall – largely because 

it’s easier to sell commercial time upfront if buyers know when every show will premiere. 

 

The Upfronts Aren’t Just About Linear Networks Anymore 

The upfront season has traditionally benefited the sellers more than the buyers, and have been seen 

as big branding events for the broadcast networks and the top ad-supported cable networks. 

 

• The upfronts have served as annual reminders to the ad industry and media press that, despite 

press headlines to the contrary, the broadcast networks are still watched by significantly 

more viewers than any other video source, are still the best way to reach large chunks of 

viewers, still have the best programming, and are still the biggest game in town. 

 

This year for the first time, except for Fox, nobody was making any of those claims.  And for 

the second consecutive year, instead of individual events for broadcast and cable networks, 

we saw presentations from competing media conglomerates, each of whom own broadcast 
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and ad-supported cable networks, premium cable networks, digital platforms, subscription and 

ad-supported streaming services, and sports and news operations.   

 

The broadcast network schedule announcements have long been the foundation of 

these presentations, but were not the main focus this year.  These presentations were 

designed to tell us that these media companies are everywhere, can reach everyone, have 

high-tech analytic capabilities to optimize and better target any ad campaign, are diverse and 

inclusive, and are better equipped and have better scale to provide advertisers and viewers 

what they want than any other media company (they all made essentially the same claims). 

 

AT&T is spinning off WarnerMedia as a separate company and merging it with Discovery 

to create a new media empire that now includes CW (50% stake), TNT, TBS, truTV, TCM, 

Adult Swim, Cartoon Network, Boomerang, CNN, HLN, Turner Sports, The Bleacher Report, 

Discovery, The Food Network, HGTV, TLC, Animal Planet, The Travel Channel, ID, OWN, 

Science Channel, Cooking Channel, DIY, GAC, American Heroes, HBO Max and Discovery+.   

 

Does it matter that this new entity will have a slightly larger footprint than ViacomCBS, which 

owns CBS, CW (50% stake), Showtime, MTV, Comedy Central, Paramount Network, 

Nickelodeon, BET, CMT, TV Land, Logo, Pop TV, VH-1, Paramount+ and Pluto TV?  Are either 

of these really more powerful than Comcast NBC Universal, which has NBC, USA, Syfy, 

Bravo, E!, Oxygen, MSNBC, CNBC, Telemundo, and Peacock?  Or Disney, which owns 

ABC, ESPN, FX, Freeform, Disney Channel, National Geographic, Hulu, Disney+, and 

ESPN+?   

 

This may matter to Wall Street and the press, but viewers don’t care who owns the 

programming they watch, only what shows up on the screen and how much it costs.  From an 
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advertiser standpoint it either provides an opportunity to make overall cross-network and -

platform deals, or forces you to (depending on your point of view and size). 

 

• The upfront system enables the networks to continually raise prices for a shrinking 

product.  By traditionally having the broadcast upfront first, the networks have created an 

artificial demand for what is essentially an unlimited supply of rating points.  It also allows the 

sellers to force the buyers to purchase advertising in less desirable programming so they can 

get the more desirable inventory.   

 

Keep in mind that 30 years ago, the average broadcast network rating was more than 10 times 

higher than the average of the top-10 cable networks.  Twenty years ago, it was roughly 7 

times higher.  Today, it’s only about 3 times higher.  The advantage broadcast had over the 

top ad-supported cable networks is not nearly what it used to be. 

 

• For advertisers, audience guarantees makes the process seem worthwhile.   

 

As average ratings have declined, they have become easier to project from one season to the 

next.  Blockbuster hits are few and far between – particularly in mid-season.  It is much more 

likely you will under-estimate a show’s performance than over-estimate it, and far more likely 

you will not overestimate an entire buy.  And if you’re not buying upfront, but rather going into 

the marketplace just a month or two before a show airs, if you can’t project the audience with 

a reasonable degree of accuracy, you should be doing something else. 

 

• The upfronts are basically a futures market, allowing media companies to provide Wall 

Street with the confidence that they are financially healthy. 
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For advertisers, of course, the upfront contains a fair amount of uncertainty.  When you buy 

inventory for an entire year upfront, you know going in that much of what you think you’re 

getting won’t be there later in the year. 

 

For the networks and studios, spending tons of money on new programming and pilots also 

remains a risky proposition – only about 20% of all the new series that debuted over the 

past five years will still be on the air next season.  Increasingly, partnerships and back-end 

deals (often with streaming services) are necessary to help offset these high costs. 

 

Streaming Haves and Have Nots: Who Will Get Ad-Supported Tiers? 

Having streaming services provide ad-supported tiers is important to their media company owners 

who are looking for additional revenue streams to help offset the high cost of programming, to 

advertisers who are searching for ways to reach consumers at a time of declining linear TV ratings, 

and to the general public, who is looking for ways to reduce their own costs.   

 

But it also presents a problem.  Most people, particularly younger folks, do not really want ads 

interrupting their streaming.  They’ve grown accustomed to ad-free viewing.  So we seem headed 

toward another situation (that we’ve already seen to a degree with DVRs) where the most desirable 

viewers, those with more disposable income, will be the greatest ad-avoiders.  The 

demographic differences between those who opt for ad-supported streaming and those who can 

easily afford not to, bears watching.  Will some people want the ad-supported tier for the more 

expensive HBO Max but not for the less expensive Paramount+ or Peacock?  This, of course, requires 

good research into streaming, including who subscribes to which form of which service and why.  

Research which is now sorely lacking (non-existent?) – and must be provided by a third party. 
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Major Upfront Themes 

Diversity and Inclusion.  Every media company is acknowledging that there has been a culture shift 

and that under-represented groups need to be seen and heard, in front and behind the camera, and 

in the writers’ rooms.  There will be diversity and inclusion throughout the many projects and 

programming that will find their way to each company’s multiple platforms.  Commitment to this seems 

universal and real. 

 

We are Everywhere and can Reach Everyone.  Common refrains:  We have the greatest reach, 

scale, scope, and impact.  We are a powerful force with multiple networks and genres that can 

combine our resources to tell your stories to anyone and everyone.   

 

We’re Number 1.  Whether touting being #1 among some “key demo,” some daypart, or some genre, 

there is so much data available to mine that every company as well as every broadcast and most 

cable networks can claim to be #1 at something. 

 

Franchises.  As broadcast network ratings decline, and streaming services continue to siphon their 

audience, extending popular franchises is seen as a key way to retain viewers.  They have built-in 

viewer bases, and require much less time and money to promote.  CBS has NCIS, NCIS: Los Angeles, 

and the new NCIS: Hawaii (which takes the place of the departing NCIS: New Orleans), as well as 

FBI, FBI: Most Wanted, and the new FBI: International.  NBC has its Chicago shows (Fire, Med, and 

P.D.) and Law & Orders (SVU, Organized Crime, and the upcoming For the Defense).   Fox has 911 

and 911: Lonestar.  We can also include ABC’s Grey’s Anatomy and Station 19 and 

Bachelor/Bachelorette. 

 

Is broadcast still king?  Ordinarily, upfront presentations shout that broadcast is still the biggest 

game in town, the best way to reach large chunks of viewers at one time, and still need to be the 
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foundation of any effective ad campaign.  Not this year.  Perhaps expanding the presentations to 

include every property your media company owns at the same time you are cutting the length of the 

presentation in half, makes it difficult to spend enough time talking about the new primetime schedule.  

The need for virtual presentations this year and last, combined with the pandemic-fueled surge in 

streaming might have made the companies think focusing mostly on their broadcast networks would 

make them seem out of touch.  Although considering the  hefty price increases they are trying to get 

this year, I’m surprised they didn’t spend more time selling what is still their strongest product.  It will 

be interesting to see the approach they take next season when we’re back to in-person presentations, 

meetings, and  after-parties.  

 

Here are brief recaps of the various upfront presentations.  All statements regarding how many people 

they reach, or whether they are #1 at something, are the individual claims of each company (I have 

not independently confirmed any of their assertions).  New series listed here will be detailed and 

reviewed in upcoming issues of The Sternberg Report.: 

 

Disney 

Disney opened its presentation by declaring “production is in full swing.”  Its goal?  “Entertain, 

Empower, Excite.”  Make sure they have the right show on the right platform.  What differentiates 

Disney from everyone else?  The same things everyone says makes them special – great content, 

highly engaged audiences, and a best-in-class technology platform. 

 

If you include Hulu, Disney makes up 29% of all viewing by adults 18-49.  ABC is the #1 network 

among adults 18-49, and has the #1 new drama, Big Sky (which is excellent by the way).  Profound 

shifts in culture resulted in ABC developing “powerful, inclusive” new shows – three of its four new 

dramas – Queen, The Wonder Years reboot, Abbott Elementary – have predominantly Black casts. 
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Hulu has 103 million ad-supported subscribers, with a median age of just 34.  It grew 67% in the 

past year, and if it was a network it would be #1.  Hulu Originals, such as A Handmaid’s Tale will still 

be going strong.  New entries include, Pam and Tommy (about Pamela Anderson and Tommy Lee, 

and their sex tape, which was among the first viral videos), The Girl From Plainville (with Elle Fanning), 

Dopesick (starring Michael Keaton), and McCartney 3,2,1 (a six-episode docuseries with Paul 

McCartney discussing The Beatles, Wings, and his solo career).  Hulu is also making a strong push 

into reality, led by the Jenner-Kardashians. 

 

FX and FX on Hulu will have 30 original shows next season.  When deciding what goes on FX, 

they ask, is it fearless, is it different, and does it take risks?  It cited two new series that fit this mold – 

Reservation Dogs and Welcome to Wrexham. 

 

Freeform is geared to the Gen Z and Millennial audiences with “brave and empowering 

entertainment.”  Seeing yourself (and being heard) on TV is vital, and Freeform promises its 

programming will continue to be diverse and inclusive. 

 

National Geographic finds “the moments that matter, inspire, and can change the world.” 

 

ESPN and ESPN+ “serve sports fans anytime, anywhere.”  ESPN recently acquired rights to NHL 

Hockey to add to its existing deals for NFL Football, NBA Basketball, Major League Baseball, and 

other sports. 

 

Disney Creative Works is a full-service branded content studio and creative agency, with global 

scale, that leverages eight content brands and networks – ABC, Disney Channel, Disney Digital, 

ESPN, Freeform, FX, Hulu, and National Geographic –“to tell your story and reach any audience 

imaginable.”  
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A major goal for Disney is to better reach multi-cultural audiences, which account for 40% of all 

viewers.  Every deal is to have multi-cultural elements and inclusive programming (such as black-ish).  

Disney also announced the Onyx Collective, which curates entertainment 

programming from creators of color and other underrepresented voices. 

 

Although it mentioned several of its primetime broadcast series, Disney did not take 

us through its fall schedule or strategy as it usually does. 

   

ViacomCBS 

ViacomCBS started out by touting the power of partnership, and that its portfolio had “more content, 

more reach, more impact.”  They declared nobody has the range of premium content as ViacomCBS. 

 

The company’s EyeQ platform can unify all ViacomCBS properties with digital video content from 

CBS, BET, CBS Sports, CBS News, Comedy Central, MTV, Nickelodeon, Paramount Network, VH-

1, Pluto TV, and Paramount+, accessing more than 60 million monthly unique full-episode viewers in 

the U.S. (first time I’ve heard that metric).  Its InView dashboard can track all of a client’s ViacomCBS 

investments. 

 

ViacomCBS is #1 with kids and diverse audiences among all key demos.  ViacomCBS is going into 

the marketplace as a unified force with the power of content at scale, and the largest addressable 

footprint in the industry.     

 

Clearly ViacomCBS sees more ad dollars shifting to streaming, and seems committed to boosting its 

streaming offerings – both on Paramount+ (formerly CBS All Access) and Pluto TV, its free ad-

supported streaming platform with 50 million monthly active global users.  Paramount+ is only $4.99 
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per month, less than any other subscription streaming service.  The second season of the drama, 

Evil, is moving from CBS to Paramount+.  The show aired repeats of the first season on Netflix, where 

it generated buzz and became more popular.  CBS is also moving the fifth season of Seal Team to 

Paramount+.  Both shows were displayed on-screen but strangely not mentioned in the presentation.  

Clarice is reportedly under consideration to make the shift from broadcast to streaming as well.  

Moving select shows to Paramount+ a year or two after premiering on CBS is a smart strategy, and 

I’m surprised it wasn’t more of a focus during the upfront announcements (unless these are simply 

anomalies, and not part of a broader strategy) .   

 

While past CBS upfronts focused heavily on the CBS network primetime schedule, this presentation 

showed all ViacomCBS series by genre, regardless of venue/channel.  This diluted the impact of the 

CBS lineup, without adding anything to the other properties.  Although they did breeze through the 

CBS fall schedule at the end, they could have spent a bit more selling it. 

 

Comcast NBCUniversal 

NBCUniversal started out by stating 2021 is defined by transformation.  They are re-looking at 

traditional broadcast seasons, producing pilots year-round.  There will be diversity and inclusion 

throughout as executives at NBC, Bravo, E!, USA, Syfy, Telemundo, and Peacock work across all 

platforms – producing 80 new series and special events next season. 

 

NBCUniversal gave a presentation to the industry in March, titled One21, where it focused on its new 

vision, technology, scope and scale, and metrics that it believes sets it apart from other media 

companies.  So it seems they felt this presentation should center more around content. 
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NBC will use the Summer Olympics to promote new fall shows, and The Winter Olympics and Super 

Bowl to help launch mid-season series.  This will be the first time the Super Bowl airs in the midst of 

the Winter Games in February. 

 

NBC spent more time talking about its upcoming new TV shows than we saw from the other upfront 

presentations.  The clips they showed from the new series looked good (although I’ll reserve final 

judgment until I see the full pilots).  Season 6 will be the last for NBC’s hit drama, This is Us.  Brooklyn 

Nine Nine will also be entering its final season.  There will be yet another Law & Order series – Law 

& Order: For the Defense. 

 

They focused on several news shows airing on Peacock, including the highly anticipated  re-

imagining of The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (titled, Bel-Air), Dan Brown’s The Last Symbol, a new crime 

drama, Dr. Death (with Joshua Jackson, Christian Slater, and Alec Baldwin), Hart to Heart (a new talk 

show with Kevin Hart), and Top Chef Family Style.  Kevin Hart will also be teaming up with Snoop 

Dogg for a new “comedy sports news” show. 

 

NBCU’s other properties were discussed as well, including a new horror series based on Chucky for 

USA and Syfy, Malverde: El Santo Patron (based on the life of Mexican bandit Jesus Malverde) for 

Telemundo, and Clash of the Cover Bands for E!. 

 

Spending so much time focusing on its lesser-known,, more niche networks, such as Bravo, E!, and 

Oxygen diluted the impact of NBC’s branding.  By the end of the presentation I had forgotten much 

of what they presented about the network.  It would have been effective if they circled back at the end 

and actually showed us and discussed NBC’s upcoming fall primetime schedule. 
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Fox 

Watching the Fox presentation was like taking a time machine back to the early 1990s, when the 

fledgling Fox network was trying to compete with the Big Three, cable was the only marginally 

threatening broadcast dominance, time-shifting and streaming were not yet things, and there was only 

one video screen. 

 

Since Disney’s purchase of 21st Century Fox assets, including cable networks FX and NatGeo, Fox 

is the only pure broadcast network left (although it does own the free, ad-supported streamer, Tubi).   

 

So, Fox started out hyping the only thing it could, and bashing its competitors, declaring it is agile, 

streamlined, and believes in broadcast.  “The power of Fox is stronger than ever.”  The network 

claimed it has been #1 for the past two years (I assume for adults 18-49).  It is the only major media 

company that is 100% ad supported.  The network has big, broad programming, delivers shows that 

best reflect the culture, and doesn’t wait a year to have all episodes of a show people can binge all at 

once.  The network continued that no one has more live programming than Fox.  It dominates every 

genre, while Tubi delivers cord-cutters and cord-nevers with a median age of just 37. 

 

There are no paywalls on Fox or Tubi, and they are more nimble – ads have too much frequency on 

Peacock, as people see the same commercials over and over again.  You can’t advertise on HBO 

Max or Disney+.  The network went on to say that “Fox programming is not for upselling subscribers, 

but for viewers and advertisers.”  Fox’s entire culture is built on collaboration and partnerships with 

advertisers/brands.   

 

Fox spent some time on its successful “Animation Domination” programming, and how you can tell 

stories you can’t do with live action.  Two 911 shows deliver 14 million impressions per week.  The 

911 franchise is inclusive and diverse – 911 will return in the fall, 911 Lone Star in mid-season.  Three 
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current hits, 911, The Resident, and The Masked Singer, will be used to launch three new series on 

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, respectively.  The clips looked good (as clips often do).  All new 

dramas will focus on diversity, re-invention, and second chances.  As has been its custom in recent 

years, The NFC Championship game will lead into a new drama series.  In the summer, Fox will 

premiere a new Fantasy Island, as the original 1970s/80s version airs on Tubi.  All of Fox’s primetime 

shows will also be available on Tubi, which will have 140 hours of content. 

 

Fox reiterated one final time, “we will not put our content behind a paywall.” 

 

WarnerMedia 

The presentation opened with a statement about WarnerMedia’s “powerful collection of franchises 

and brands,” as well as a hastily put together introduction acknowledging that they were going to unite 

the WarnerMedia and Discovery brands, but “for the moment it’s business as usual.” 

 

Above all else, WarnerMedia is about the stories – stories that can change the world.  No one can 

rival the storytelling legacy of WarnerMedia, which includes a century of creation from Warner Bros. 

films.  WarnerMedia’s portfolio of entertainment, news, and sports brands reach about 85 percent of 

Americans each month.   

 

TNT, TBS, and truTV have been branded as the T Nets (which apparently they have been referred 

to internally for some time).  While this certainly makes sense as an internal shorthand, it really has 

no branding value for viewers or advertisers – particularly since their respective programming and 

viewer bases are substantially different from one another.  The T Nets will continue to have the “best 

dramas, comedies, competition shows, and acquired series.”  Among cable networks, TNT is #1 in 

for the total day, TBS is #1 in primetime, and TNT, TBS, and truTV reached a combined 215 million 

viewers last year.  They’re “always there for a good laugh, a good time, or a thrill ride.” 
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WarnerMedia will soon be launching something it is calling Front Row (on TBS and TNT), which will 

be “new premium content destinations that will be presented with limited commercial interruption and 

feature select Max Original series and key TBS and TNT content.”  This is designed to “add a linear 

window to Max Originals that provides viewers with more premium content.”  This summer, TBS and 

TNT will air Max Originals, Love Life, Close Enough, 12 Dates of Christmas, Titans, and Class Action 

Park.  TBS will have The Flight Attendant in 2022, right before its second season debut on HBO Max.  

Select TNT programming, including hit series, Claws and Snowpiercer, will also air with limited 

commercials. 

 

CNN was referred to as essential, trusted, global, diverse, and live.  It has been the #1 cable network 

since the 2020 Presidential election in adults 25-54 and the #1 cable news network.  CNN Originals 

were cited for its high-quality series, such as Stanley Tucci: Searching for Italy, This is Life With Lisa 

Lang, and United Shades of America, as well as new documentaries on Princess Diana, LBJ, and 

Marilyn Monroe. 

 

“Nothing compares to live sports,” as Turner Sports will continue to air NCAA  and NBA Basketball, 

Major League Baseball, and the newly added NHL Hockey.  The Bleacher Report is the #1 sports 

destination for a new generation, with 200 million monthly engagements. 

 

Adult Swim brings “the tradition of hand-drawn animation to modern storytelling.”  It is the global 

leader in adult animation and has been #1 with millennials for 16 years in a row. 

 

The company touted HBO Max being off to a tremendous start, and will be offering a brand-safe, 

advertiser-supported version in June (for $9.99 per month – compared to the current ad-free version 
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for $14.99).  It will have the lightest commercial load of any ad-supported streaming service.  It will 

also have a feature called Pause Ads – a  static ad will appear when someone hits the pause button.  

 

HBO Max has more than 13,000 hours of “culture-defining programming.”  They pointed out that 

promos for the second season of TNT’s hit drama, Snowpiercer, drove viewers to HBO Max for 

season 1.  The streamer’s first big hit, The Flight Attendant, originally planned as a one-time limited 

series, was so popular they ordered a second season, to air in 2022.  And, of course, we saw some 

clips from the upcoming Friends reunion special.  There will also be new, more diverse versions of 

Gilmore Girls, and Sex in the City.  There is also a TCM (Turner Classic Movies) portal on HBO Max. 

 

HBO Max will also be expanding the DC superhero universe, including a new Green Lantern series, 

an anthology series titled Strange Adventures, a comedy called DC Super Hero High, and 

Peacemaker (starring John Cena as a character he’ll first portray in the next Suicide Squad movie).  

HBO Max and Cartoon Network will be releasing new animated Superman and Batman series, 

as well as a three-part Aquaman: King of Atlantis.   

 

DC Fandome is a virtual event platform created by DC Comics which reached 22 million fans in 

December 2020.  There will be another one in October 2021.  This year is Wonder Woman’s 80th 

anniversary, and DC Comics and WarnerMedia will be celebrating female champions and diversity.  

They will be producing videos that highlight 80 “Women of Wonder,” including real women, journalists, 

cultural figures, celebrities, and influencers who are advancing representation in their fields. 

 

And, of course, as every major media company seems to have these days, WarnerMedia has its own 

proprietary insights engine.  
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CW 

Although the CW network is co-owned by ViacomCBS and WarnerMedia, the network was not 

mentioned in either of those company’s industry presentations.  CW chose not to have its own virtual 

upfront presentation, instead opting for its sales teams holding individual meetings with advertisers.  

They held a “scheduling and strategy press conference” phone call for the press. 

 

The CW is the original multiplatform network with its “passionate and highly engaged fan base,” and 

will be expanding its primetime schedule to seven nights, as it includes Saturday programming for the 

first time.  “The CW continues to grow and innovate on a multiplatform basis with more original 

programming and more ways for advertisers to connect with our audience.”   

 

The CW has always believed in diversity and inclusion, and is proud of its high percentage of 

underrepresented voices, people of color, and women both in front of and behind the camera, as well 

as its own employee hiring practices. 

 

The CW was the first network to proactively push back its season start during the pandemic from 

September to January, and managed to successfully launch three new multiplatform hits – Superman 

& Lois, Walker, and Kung Fu.  The pandemic resulted in production delays that will cause some 

reduced episode counts during the 2021 season, as well as scheduling unscripted series on Sunday 

in the fall.  It will probably take until fall 2022 before they have a fully normalized schedule.   

 

All American was cited as one of the network’s signature hits and most streamed series (followed 

closely by Superman & Lois and Walker) – the franchise will be extended with All American: 

Homecoming, which is slated for mid-season.  The eighth season of The Flash and the sixth season 

of Riverdale will both return this fall with special five-episode events on Tuesdays (after which will 

temporarily make way for other returning series).  Several returning shows that will be available in 
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mid-season include, Charmed, DC’s Stargirl, Dynasty, In the Dark, Kung Fu, Roswell, New Mexico, 

and Superman & Lois.   

 

Returning scripted series in the fall include, DC’s Legends of Tomorrow, Batwoman, Walker, 

Legacies, and Nancy Drew.  They will be joined by a re-imagining of the 2004-2007 USA sci-fi hit, 

4400 (which was ordered straight to series).  

 

Naomi (from Ava DuVernay), based on Michael Bendis’s six-issue comic-book series, starring Kaci 

Walfall, will join the CW lineup in mid-season.  Unlike other DC heroes on CW, Naomi is a teenager, 

and the character doesn’t have the lengthy history of other superheroes or any canon it must adhere 

to – which means it can go in any number of directions. 

 

The CW will also air a reboot of Nickelodeon’s 1993-95 action adventure game show, Legends of the 

Hidden Temple, as well as a new U.S. version of the British horror-reality-game show, Killer Camp.  

Penn & Teller: Fool Us will return in the fall. 

 

The CW expansion to Saturday will start with the iHeartradio Music Festival on October 2nd, and then 

will consist of back-to-back episodes of Whose Line is it Anyway? followed by a double run of World’s 

Funniest Animals.  Saturday us seen as a night that can help promote CW’s Sunday-Tuesday lineup, 

and they may consider scripted series here at some point. 

 

All of CW’s series will be available to stream on the network’s free (and ad-supported) digital platforms 

(the CW app and CWTV.com) following their broadcast on the CW network. 

  

Here are the broadcast network primetime fall schedules. 
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ABC 2021 Fall Schedule (new series in caps and bold, n = new night, nt = new time) 

 7-8 8-8:30 8:30-9 9-9:30 9:30-10 10-10:30 10:30-11 

Mon.  Dancing With the Stars The Good Doctor 

Tue.  The Bachelorette QUEENS 

Wed.  The 
Goldbergs 

THE 
WONDER 
YEARS 

The 
Conners 

Home 
Economics 

A Million Little Things 

Thu.  Station 19 Grey’s Anatomy Big Sky (n) 

Fri.  Shark Tank 20/20 

Sat.  Saturday Night Football 

Sun. AFV Celebrity Wheel  
of Fortune 

Supermarket Sweep The Rookie 

 

Mid-Season:  Scripted – black-ish, ABBOTT ELEMENTARY, MAGGIE  Unscripted – American Idol, any 

other renewed game shows 

 

CBS 2021 Fall Schedule (new series in caps and bold, n = new night, nt = new time) 

 7-8 8-8:30 8:30-9 9-9:30 9:30-10 10-10:30 10:30-11 

Mon.  The 
Neighborhood 

Bob Hearts 
Abishola 

NCIS (n) NCIS: Hawaii 

Tue.  FBI FBI: INTERNATIONAL FBI: Most Wanted 

Wed.  Survivor Tough as Nails CSI: VEGAS 

Thu.  Young Sheldon United States 
of Al 

GHOSTS B 
Positive 

Bull (n) 

Fri.  S.W.A.T. (n)/ TBD Reality Magnum P.I. Blue Bloods 

Sat.  Crimetime Saturday Crimetime Saturday 48 Hours 

Sun. 60 
Minutes 

The Equalizer NCIS: L.A. Seal Team/ S.W.A.T. 

 

Mid-Season:  Scripted – Blood & Treasure, GOOD SAM, SMALLWOOD   Unscripted – The Amazing Race, 

Undercover Boss, COME DANCE WITH ME  

Moving to Paramount+:  Scripted – Evil, Seal Team 
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NBC 2021 Fall Schedule (new series in caps and bold, n = new night, nt = new time) 

 7-8 8-8:30 8:30-9 9-9:30 9:30-10 10-10:30 10:30-11 

Mon.  The Voice ORDINARY JOE 

Tue.  The Voice LA BREA New Amsterdam 

Wed.  Chicago Med Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. 

Thu.  LAW & ORDER:  
FOR THE DEFENSE 

Law & Order: SVU Law & Order: 
Organized Crime 

Fri.  The Blacklist Dateline NBC 

Sat.  Drama Encores Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery 

SNL Encores 

Sun. Football Night in America NFL Sunday Night Football 

 

Mid-Season:  Scripted - This is Us, This is Us, Kenan, Mr. Mayor, Young Rock, AMERICAN AUTO, GRAND 

CREW, THE THING ABOUT PAM  Unscripted - AGT: EXTREME, AMERICAN SONG CONTEST 

 

FOX 2021 Fall Schedule (new series in caps and bold, n = new night, nt = new time) 

 7-8 8-8:30 8:30-9 9-9:30 9:30-10  

Mon.  911 THE BIG LEAP  

Tue.  The Resident OUR KIND OF PEOPLE  

Wed.  The Masked Singer ALTER EGO  

Thu.  NFL Thursday Night Football 

Fri.  WWE SmackDown Live  

Sat.  Fox Sports Saturday 

Sun.  The 

Simpsons 

The Great 

North 

Bob’s 

Burgers 

Family Guy  

 

Mid-Season:  Scripted - 911: Lone Star, Call Me Kat, THE CLEANING LADY, KRAPOPOLIS, MONARCH, 

PIVOTING, WELCOME TO FLATCH  Unscripted - DOMINO MASTERS, DON”T FORGET THE LYRICS, NEXT 

LEVEL CHEF  
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CW 2021 Fall Schedule (new series in caps and bold, n = new night, nt = new time) 

 7-8 8-8:30 8:30-9 9-9:30 9:30-10  

Mon.  All American 4400  

Tue.  The Flash Riverdale (n)  

Wed.  Legends of Tomorrow (n) Batwoman (n)  

Thu.  Walker Legacies  

Fri.  Penn & Teller: Fool Us Nancy Drew (n)  

Sat.  Who’s Line is 
it Anyway (n) 

Who’s Line is 
it Anyway (n) 

World’s 
Funniest 

Animals (n) 

World’s 
Funniest 

Animals (n) 

 

Sun.  LEGENDS OF  

THE HIDDEN TEMPLE 

KILLER CAMP  

 

Mid-Season:  Scripted – Charmed, DC’s Stargirl, Dynasty, In the Dark, Kung Fu, Roswell: New Mexico, 

Superman & Lois, ALL AMERICAN: HOMECOMING, NAOMI. 

 


